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The fluorides K3Fe5F15 and K3Cr2Fe3F15 are known as multiferroic materials. Here we report the

detection of a magnetic memory effect in these materials and its dependence on temperature and

aging time. We succeeded in writing, reading, and deleting 3-bits digital information in these

systems. These results show that in addition to their already known magneto-electric multiferroic

properties, K3Fe5F15 and K3Cr2Fe3F15 also possess a new functionality: they can be used as materials

for a thermal memory cell. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4811762]

Multiferroic materials combine both ferromagnetic and

ferroelectric properties in one system, thus achieving a rich

functionality.1,2 The vast majority of all known inorganic

ferroelectrics and multiferroics are oxides like BiFeO3,3 the

best known example. Although much effort has been put into

research on multiferroic oxide materials, coupling between

the magnetic and electric properties is still relatively weak,

and there are many unsolved questions about the nature of

this coupling. These are the main reasons for looking for

multiferroic properties in other, non-oxide materials. By sub-

stituting oxygen with fluorine a new family of multiferroic

materials has recently been reported.4,5 These new fluorides

can be represented by the formula K3M3
2þM2

3þF15 where

M denotes a transition metal (Fe, Mn, Co, Cr) with the

orthorhombically deformed tetragonal tungsten bronze struc-

ture.6,7 While the ferroelectric transitions occur well above

room temperature in these materials (for example Tc¼ 490 K

for K3Fe5F15 (Ref. 8), the magnetic phase transitions occur

below room temperature. For K3Fe5F15 a magnetic transition

at 122 K has been found,4 while for K3Cr2Fe3F15 two

magnetic glass-like transitions at 35 and 17 K have been

reported.5 Below the transition temperatures (122 K and

35 K for K3Fe5F15 and K3Cr2Fe3F15, respectively), a large

difference between the zero-field-cooled and field-cooled

magnetic susceptibilities has been observed. Slow magnetic

dynamics in both systems has been measured and described

in detail9 confirming the non-ergodic magnetic behaviour of

the systems at low temperature. In addition, muon spin relax-

ation measurements in K3Cr2Fe3F15 suggest that the system

is inhomogeneous below 35 K, with magnetically ordered

clusters being embedded in a disordered matrix.10

One of the most spectacular manifestations of slow mag-

netic relaxation and non-ergodicity in a system is the mag-

netic memory effect. It has recently been shown that the

magnetic memory effect can be utilized for digital informa-

tion storage in a thermal memory cell.11 The magnetic mem-

ory effect is a phenomenon that occurs in materials with

broken ergodicity. Such materials are able to remember their

thermal history. During an experiment the sample is cooled

down in zero magnetic field from high temperature to a tem-

perature below the phase transition to the non-ergodic phase.

At a particular temperature or even at several subsequent

temperatures in the non-ergodic phase the cooling is stopped,

leaving the system to age for an aging time ranging from a

few minutes up to several hours. Finally, the sample is

cooled down to the lowest temperature, and its magnetiza-

tion is measured upon heating in a small magnetic field of a

few Oersteds. At the aging temperatures small dips in the

magnetization can be observed. In this way a one-to-one

correspondence between a stop or non-stop at a particular

temperature (¼writing procedure) and the detection or non-

detection of a dip at the same temperature upon heating

(¼reading procedure) can be established and associated with

a bit or byte of information. By choosing a desired sequence

of stopping (aging) temperatures, an arbitrary character from

the ACSII code system has been imprinted into two systems

in the non-ergodic phase: a Cu-Mn canonical spin glass and

a Taylor-phase T-Al3(Mn,Fe) complex intermetallic com-

pound.12 The extensive physical background of the memory

effect and the conditions necessary to observe a memory

effect were described in Ref. 13, and examples of systems

where it can be observed are spin glasses,14 geometrically

frustrated antiferromagnets,15 and magnetic nanoparticles.16

In the present work detection of the memory effect in

multiferroic K3Fe5F15 and K3Cr2Fe3F15 is reported, and its

dependence on temperature and aging time is investigated.

Using a magnetic memory effect 3-bits information was

written, read, and deleted in these systems.

Polycrystalline samples of K3Fe5F15 and K3Cr2Fe3F15

were prepared as described in Refs. 4 and 5. The crystal

structures of the prepared compounds were confirmed by

X-ray analysis to be in accordance with the published data.6

Magnetization measurements were performed on a

Quantum Design MPMS-XL-5 SQUID magnetometer

equipped with a 5 T superconductive magnet and operating

in the temperature range of 1.9–400 K.

The same samples were used as in already published

works.5,9 The zero-field-cooled, field-cooled, and ac sus-

ceptibility measurements were repeated. The measured

magnetic properties were identical to the ones in above-

mentioned references, thus confirming the quality of the

samples.
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In Fig. 1 a typical magnetic memory effect and the

inscription of digital information into K3Fe5F15 and

K3Cr2Fe3F15 is shown. To obtain a reference curve the sam-

ple was first cooled down from 150 K to 2 K at a cooling rate

of 2 K/min in zero magnetic field. At 2 K a magnetic field

Hr¼ 4 Oe (subscript “r” stands for “reading”) was switched

on and the magnetization measured upon heating the sample

at a heating rate of 0.3 K/min. The magnetization obtained is

shown as the upper/black line in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In the

next step the sample was cooled down again from 150 K in

zero magnetic field, but now the cooling was stopped at three

temperatures, namely, at 90 K, 60 K, and 30 K for K3Fe5F15

and at 30 K, 20 K, and 10 K for K3Cr2Fe3F15, leaving the

sample to “age” isothermally for one hour (aging or waiting

time tw¼ 1 h) at each temperature. Finally, at 2 K a magnetic

field Hr¼ 4 Oe was switched on, and the magnetization was

measured while heating the sample at the same temperature

rate as for the reference curve. The magnetizations observed

are shown as the green lines in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), shifted by

0.5� 10�3 emu/g downward so as not to overlap with the

reference curves. Non-distinctive dips appear at the stopping

temperatures in the measured magnetization, almost invisible

to the naked eye (shown on the graphs in Figs. 1(a) and

1(b)). The memory effect is much less pronounced in

K3Fe5F15 and K3Cr2Fe3F15 than for example in canonical

spin glasses11 but is comparable to superparamagnetic

systems.17 However, when calculating the difference DM
between the reference curve and the magnetization obtained

after aging the sample (Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)), three distinctive

dips appear on each graph at the stopping temperatures,

showing that the multiferroic K3Fe5F15 and K3Cr2Fe3F15 can

be used as the materials for thermal memory cell.

In order to obtain deeper insight into the nature of the mag-

netic state in the multiferroic fluorides of the K3M3
IIM2

IIIF15

family and to compare their magnetic properties with the prop-

erties of other non-ergodic systems exhibiting a magnetic

memory effect, we studied the influence of aging time tw on the

amplitude of the memory effect DM. As DM is larger in

K3Cr2Fe3F15, we show only the results obtained for this

compound.

Figure 2 shows the memory effect in K3Cr2Fe3F15 at

three temperatures (10 K, 20 K, and 30 K) for different aging

times tw spanning a range from 10 min up to 4 h. The ampli-

tude of the memory effect DMmax increases with aging time

for all three chosen stopping temperatures. At temperatures

of 10 K and 30 K the memory effect is already observable af-

ter only 10 min of aging of the sample and saturates after

approximately 2 h of aging time. A similar dependence of

DMmax vs. tw as shown on the graph in Fig. 2(b) was obtained

in Taylor-phase Al3(Mn, Pd, Fe) complex intermetallics.13

The amplitude DM at 20 K is much smaller than the mem-

ory effect at 10 K and 30 K, regardless of the aging time tw.

This result at first glance seems unusual when compared to

some other magnetically frustrated systems like, for example,

Taylor-phase Al3(Mn, Pd, Fe) complex intermetallics,13 or the

strong phase competition system La0.7Ca0.3Mn0.925Ti0.075O3,18

where the amplitude of the memory effect DM shows a

“resonant” curve with a maximum at a temperature that is

approximately one half of the transition temperature in the

corresponding system. The memory effect observed in

K3Cr2Fe3F15 with the smallest amplitude DM at 20 K, which is

approximately in the middle of the non-ergodic temperature

interval (between 1.9 K and 37 K), can be understood in rela-

tion to the two magnetic transitions at 37 K and 17 K in

K3Cr2Fe3F15. It is in full agreement with the two maxima

detected in the temperature dependence of the logarithmic

relaxation rate associated with the activation of two different

groups of magnetic moments with well separated energy

barriers.9

We have shown that it is possible to write, i.e., age at a

particular stopping temperature, and to read, i.e., observe

dips in the measured magnetization during heating the sam-

ple, digital information into and out of the multiferroic sys-

tems K3Fe5F15 and K3Cr2Fe3F15. Finally, we succeeded in

FIG. 1. Magnetic memory effect in

K3Fe5F15 (left panels (a) and (c)) and

K3Cr2Fe3F15 (right panels (b) and (d)).

The magnetic field during reading was

Hr¼ 4 Oe for both samples, and the

stopping temperatures are shown by

arrows. The full lines in graphs (c) and

(d) serve only as guides to the eye.
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deleting the information stored in the material, and in this

way confirmed that it can be used as a thermal memory cell.

For demonstration purposes we used the K3Cr2Fe3F15 sam-

ple. First we wrote down the information by aging the sam-

ple at 30 K, 20 K, and 10 K during the cooling procedure. In

this way we wrote three bits of information into the system,

all presenting a logical “1.” To read this information we

heated the material and simultaneously measured the mag-

netization in a small magnetic field. The signal obtained is

shown in Fig. 3, lower/green curve. The three dips at the

stopping temperatures correspond to the 3-bit information

“111.” However, if we were to heat the sample before read-

ing the information stored in the thermal memory cell, in

zero magnetic field, the stored information could be changed.

In the experiment shown in Fig. 3 the sample was heated up

to 22 K after cooling and aging at 30 K, 20 K, and 10 K and

then again continuously cooled down to 2 K without aging at

20 K or 10 K. In this way the signals (bits) at 10 K and 20 K

were deleted. Indeed, after switching on the magnetic field

Hr and reading the information stored in the thermal memory

cell by measuring the magnetization upon heating the sam-

ple, there were no dips at 10 K and 20 K as shown in Fig. 3,

upper/red curve. Only the dip at 30 K remained preserved

since it was not affected by heating the sample up to 22 K. In

this way we succeeded in deleting the first two bits of origi-

nal information stored in the thermal memory cell and

changed the “111” into “001.”

In summary, the magnetic memory effect was observed

for the first time in two multiferroic polycrystals, namely,

K3Fe5F15 and K3Cr2Fe3F15. Two important conclusions can

be drawn from our detailed description of the memory effect

as a function of aging time and temperature:

(a) As the effect is expected to appear only in non-ergodic

magnetic systems, the detection of the memory effect

itself means that the magnetic ground state in these sys-

tems cannot be a complete long-range ordered mag-

netic state. The memory effect is smaller in K3Fe5F15

suggesting that only a small portion of the total mag-

netic moments in the structure contribute to this non-

ergodic phenomenon and most of the magnetic

moments are long-range ordered. On the other hand,

the temperature-dependent amplitude of the memory

effect in K3Cr2Fe3F15, with its minimum at 20 K and a

larger effect at 10 K and 30 K, confirms the existence of

two groups of magnetic moments with different activa-

tion energies.

(b) Multiferroic fluorides can be used as materials for a

thermal memory cell. We succeeded in writing, reading

and deleting bits of digital information by purely ther-

mal manipulation of the material. In this way the mem-

ory effect and its practical application as a thermal

memory cell demonstrates a new functionality of these

multiferroic materials.
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